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[ORIGINAL] Proxy Configuration
This is how you configure the WiFi proxy for Adblock Plus:
● Open wireless settings
● Touch and hold the connected network until the context menu appears
● Select Modify network
● Check Show advanced options
● Look for Proxy settings below and set it to Manual
● Set Proxy to localhost and Port to 2020
There are detailed instructions on adblockplus.org.
[SUGGESTED] Proxy Configuration
How to configure the WiFi proxy for Adblock Plus:
1. Open WiFi settings
2. Touch and hold your connected network
3. Select Modify network
4. Check Show advanced options
5. Set Proxy to Manual
6. Set Proxy hostname to localhost and Proxy port to 2020
7. Touch Save and you’re done!
Still having problems? Check out the detailed instructions.

strings.xml
Crash occurred (Adblock Plus crashed)
Configuration information
Proxy configuration
Adblock Plus has been installed
Acceptable Ads in Adblock Plus
Ads are blocked on WiFi connection (Ads are blocked on this WiFi connection)
Allowing ads on WiFi connection (Ads are allowed on this WiFi connection)
Ads are blocked on all connections
Waiting for traffic on port %d
You probably need to adjust configuration (Please check the configuration)
It seems that the application encountered a problem and was forcefully stopped on previous launch. You can
help us fix this if you send us error report by clicking 'OK'. (It seems that Adblock Plus encountered a
problem. You can help us to fix this by sending us an error report by clicking “OK”)
You might add your comments about the problem below:(Please add your comments about the problem
below (optional):)
Failed to submit crash report, will try again later. (Failed to submit the crash report. Adblock Plus will try to
submit this later.)
A subscription has been selected based on your language: '%s'. &lt;a&gt;Acceptable Ads&lt;/a&gt; have
been enabled. You can change this in the settings. (A blocking list has been selected based on your
language: '%s'. &lt;a&gt;Acceptable Ads&lt;/a&gt; have been enabled. You can change this in the settings )
Adblock Plus now supports &lt;a&gt;Acceptable Ads&lt;/a&gt;, and has automatically enabled them. You
can disable them in the settings.
It seems that no traffic is passing through application. (It seems that no traffic is passing through the
Adblock Plus.)
Adblock Plus can not change the proxy settings on your device, please configure it manually. (You need to
configure the proxy settings manually. Unfortunately, this cannot be done automatically.)
Bad port value
Text has been copied to clipboard
New update available (Update available)
You are running the latest version
New update is available for download. Proceed? (An update for Adblock Plus is available. Download?)
Downloading update: %d%%
Ready to install update
Failed to check for updates, will try again later (Failed to check for updates. Please try again later.)
&lt;b&gt;Please note&lt;/b&gt;: The best we can do is make the icon invisible. If we remove the icon,
Android could stop Adblock Plus any time, which will result in loss of connectivity.
You can &lt;b&gt;completely disable&lt;/b&gt; notification icon through Android settings. For this uncheck
&lt;i&gt;Show notifications&lt;/i&gt; check box in &lt;i&gt;Application info&lt;/i&gt;. Press &lt;i&gt;Show
me&lt;/i&gt; to open it now. (&lt;b&gt;Please note&lt;/b&gt;: The best we can do is make the icon invisible.
If we remove the icon, Android could stop Adblock Plus any time, which will result in loss of connectivity.)

https://adblockplus.org/en/androidconfig
https://adblockplus.org/en/androidconfig#proxy
OK
Cancel
Error
Warning
About
Help
Version
build#
Got it
Show me
Configure
Open wireless settings
downloading…
invalid url
connection error
invalid data
checksum mismatch
last update
not loaded
Filtering (Blocking)
Adblock filtering is enabled (Ads are blocked)
Adblock filtering is disabled (Ads are not blocked)
Proxy
Adblock proxy is enabled (Proxy is enabled)
Adblock proxy is disabled (Proxy is disabled)
Acceptable Ads
Allow some nonintrusive advertising
Block all advertising
Start at boot (Start when the device is turned on)
Adblock Plus will start in background automatically if it is enabled (Adblock Plus will automatically start in
the background)
Adblock Plus needs to be started manually after boot (Adblock Plus needs to be started manually after
phone starts up)
Filter subscription (Blocking list)
Subscription refresh (Check for updates)
Refresh over WiFi only (Update over WiFi only)
Automatic refreshes will be performed only over WiFi connections (Automatic updates will be performed only
over WiFi)
Automatic refreshes will be performed over any connection (Automatic updates will be performed over any
connection)
Hide icon (Hide notification icon)

Transparent notification icon is used to reduce annoyance (Transparent notification icon enabled)
Normal notification icon is used (Normal notification icon enabled)
Advanced settings
Application will generate report if crashed and will ask to send it on next start (The application will
automatically generate a report when the app crashes, and will ask to send it upon the next start)
Report will not be generated on application crash (Report will not be generated when the application
crashes)
Check for update (Check for updates)
Show configuration

